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In present stereo audio system is a most popular audio system for different purposes. Now a 
day’s stereo system is commonly used in communication and other purposes. Moreover Normalized Least 
Mean Square (NLMS) based adaptive filtering is an effective filtering process in case of communication 
and other applications. However adaptive filtering is an adaptive filter process to cancel out the noise from 
audio signal successfully. Hence the main objective of this paper is to design a NLMS adaptive filter which 
cancels out the noise from a noisy wave format stereo audio file. Moreover by varying the order of the 








), the performance of the NMLS adaptive filtered signal with 
respect to reference and noisy stereo audio signal are analyzed as well. 
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The stereo system is most promising audio system in present. It has different channel 
such as left and right where as both channel have identical audio signal. The audio signal can 
be distorted by noise or interference [1-2]. So in case of communication and other system 
distorted signals causes erroneous signal reception which is unwanted in case of any system. 
However digital filtering has low power consumption and effective result of noise cancellation as 
well. So the main concern of this paper is to simulate a normalized least mean square (NLMS) 
adaptive filter for stereo system [3]. As input signal a stereo audio signal will be used. Research 
background (Segment 2) describes some previous works on adaptive filtering and shows some 
performance analysis of LMS and NLMS adaptive filtering process for noise cancellation and 
similar purposes in recent times. Afterwards the result analysis and discussion part illustrates 









 order filtering process will be used for result analysis for the stereo audio 
signal. Hence the channels are identical for stereo system so only left channel will be 
considered for result analysis. Moreover the step size of the adaptive filter is fixed (µ=0.03) for 
each case of simulation. In every case the different order adaptive filtered signal will be 
compared with reference audio signal and the noisy input audio signal.                
 
 
2. Research Background 
Adaptive filtering is an efficient and cost effective noise cancellation process for different 
kind of signals. However in recent times many research works have been done based on 
adaptive filtering for audio and different kinds of signals. In 2011 Sanjay K. Nagendra and Vinay 
Kumar S.B. shows some performance evaluation of acoustic noise cancellation of audio signal 
using LMS algorithm [4]. Furthermore Lilatul Ferdouse et al performed some simulation of 
adaptive filtering algorithm for noise cancellation [5]. In addition GK Girisha et al also done 
some performance evaluation of adaptive filtering for hearing aid application in 2015 [6].  
Moreover in 2016 Shweta B Thorat et al designed a FPGA based adaptive filtering for audio 
enhancement [7].  
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The main concern of this paper is to design and simulate of a NLMS adaptive filter with 
fixed step size. Whereas the order of the adaptive filter will be varying and evaluate the 
performance of the filtered signal. Moreover the comparative study will be done for stereo 
signals with respect to reference and noisy signal.  
 
 
3. NLMS Adaptive Filter Designing for Stereo System 
A finite impulse response adaptive filter can estimate the desired signal from the 
provided noisy signal. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of adaptive filtering which explicitly 




Figure 1. Block diagram of adaptive filtering [8] 
 
 























represents the transpose of predictor coefficients and X (n) represents the input 
signal for filtering. So the filter coefficients are calculated by equation 3 and 4 accordingly [8-9].  
 
Wn+1 = Wn + ∆Wn (3) 
 
Wn+1 = Wn + µ ε(n) (4) 
 
Here, nW  is correction coefficient whereas µ is step size which should be sufficiently small 
and  ε(n) represents the gradient of error. However in case of normalized LMS algorithm the 
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Where e(n) is the error, X(n) is the input signal, X*(n) is the conjugate of input signal β is 
normalized stem size for NLMS adaptive filtering and ε is mean square error. Moreover ||X(n)||
2
 
change the magnitude but the direction remains same as well. At first a noisy stereo audio 
signal of wave format has been read my MATLAB [10-11]. Afterwards the signal  left and right 
channel signals are split up and filtered based on the NLMS adaptive filtering method to cancel 
out the noise from the input signal. Figure 2 showed the block diagram of the proposed adaptive 




Figure 2. Block diagram of NMLS noise cancellation system for stereo system 
 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the NMLS noise cancellation systems for stereo audio file. However 
in this paper the left channel is only considered hence for stereo system both channels are 
identical [13]. So the NLMS adaptive filtered has been implemented for stereo system and 
varying the order of the filter to analyze the performance evaluation of the system with respect 
to noise cancellation [14-15]. The result analyses of different order adaptive filters are discussed 
explicitly in result and discussion segment.  
 
 
4. Results and Analysis 
The setup of the NLMS adaptive filter system has been showed in Figure 2. The whole 
model is simulated in MATLAB. However as stereo audio a wave file has been read by MATLAB 
code. In addition the left and right channels are split up and for filtering only left channel has 
been considered in this paper hence both channels are identical in case of stereo system. 
Whereas only 1000 samples are considered to get the clear view of input and filtered signals as 
well. Figure 3 illustrates the impact of 8
th
 order adaptive filtering for the noisy stereo audio signal 
which is marked by red. Here this is clearly visible that the impact of the noise is bit higher after 





Figure 3. Impact of 8
th
 order NLMS adaptive filtering on noisy stereo audio signal 
 
 
However it follows the reference audio signal which is marked by blue with higher noise 
impact. Furthermore Figure 4 illustrates the impact of 16
th
 order filtering on the stereo signal 
whereas the impact of noise is much lower than 8
th
 order adaptive filtering.         
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Figure 4. Impact of 16
th
 order NLMS adaptive filtering on noisy stereo audio signal 
 
 
On the other hand if the order of the NLMS adaptive filtering process is increased more. 
Suppose 32
th
 order filtering process is implemented then the impact of the noise on the stereo 
audio signal decreased more which is marked by read on Figure 5. Moreover the NLMS 





Figure 5. Impact of 32
th
 order NLMS adaptive filtering on noisy stereo audio signal 
 
 
In addition for higher order such as 64
th
 order NLMS adaptive filtering the filtered signal 
(Red) is much more identical to reference signal (Blue) as well which is showed in Figure 6. 
 
    
 
 
Figure 6. Impact of 64
th
 order adaptive filtering on noisy stereo audio signal 
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So it is clearly visible that the higher order NLMS adaptive filtering provides much 
convincing result than lower order filtering process for stereo system. Moreover the filtered 
signal is almost identical in case of higher order NLMS adaptive filtering and it also follows the 




Stereo audio signal is very commonly used signal in case of communication and 
different purposes. However without proper filtering process it is very difficult to recover the 
original signal for different channels in case of stereo system. Hence in case of stereo system, 
Normalized Least Mean Square based adaptive filtering is an efficient filtering process for noise 
cancellation. In contrast the impact of the filter order has been analyzed here for stereo audio 








 are analyzed for 
wave formatted stereo audio file. So by result analysis this is clearly visible that for stereo 
system, the higher order filter (such as 64
th
 order) can cancel out impact of the maximum noise 
and the 64
th
 order NMLS adaptive filter provides almost identical signal as reference stereo 
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